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Roles

Josh
Project manager, Scrum master, Pivotal Tracker board moderator, story writer.

Juan
Twine prototype, tech research, take minutes in meetings, doc management / organisation.

Luis
User researcher, wireframing, usability testing.

Oli
Narrative director, binaural audio production.

Matt
Concept and asset art, branding for WitW and Falmouth Foulmouths

Matty
Team supervisor – offering guidance to team across the development cycle and mediating
internal conflict, should it arise.

Leadership
Josh Brough will be team leader. His initial objectives were to contribute to UX research and
prototyping but has now refocused to project management and acting as scrum master.

He is also responsible for addressing internal issues – discussed later, in the 'What If?'
section of this document.



Mission statement
Our goal is to deliver a product that captures our nostalgia for the wonder we all experienced
when immersing ourselves in CYOA storybooks as children. Our product is (will be) an
audio-based, branching narrative retelling of a selection of GRIMM fairy tales. The working
title for this product is Walk In The Woods.
Narration and ambient sound effects will be delivered as binaural audio, generated using
Unity’s Audio Spatializer SDK.

Communication

Project management
All outstanding tasks have now been migrated to our GDD730 pivotal board. We will
dedicate appropriate time in each weekly meeting to review what is in the icebox, what
should go into the backlog for that week, and what new tasks should be written. As product
manager, Josh, will be responsible for adding tasks to Pivotal and organising the backlog for
that week.
You will be responsible for completing your tasks assigned to you for that week. If you
encounter any blockers to your assigned tasks, or are otherwise unable to complete your
assigned work, please share this with the team as early as possible, so that work can be
redistributed or reprioritised.

Check-ins
To help give everyone visibility of our progress and to help us predict blockers before they
become an issue, we will aim to check in with the team as least twice the week. Check-ins
will be completed in the ‘Check-ins’ channel in MS Teams.
Please report everything you have done since your last check-in, everything you plan
to do that day, any blockers you are currently facing.
If you are the first member of the team to check in that day, please start a new thread with
the date as the title. If a check-in thread already exists for that day, please submit your
check-in as a reply to that.

Text channels
Discussion should be confined to public spaces on MS teams as best as possible. Channels
for specific topics of discussion have already been provided, though if you feel that any
subject warrants its own channel, please raise this with the team.

Meeting structure
At least once a week via video chat in Microsoft Teams. We will meet on Monday evenings
before the supervisor catch-up, and possibly once more later in the week. Meeting times will
be agreed upon beforehand, using regular Doodle polls.

https://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/AudioSpatializerSDK.html


If you are unable to attend a meeting (or are unable to find an agreeable time in a Doodle
poll) Please inform the rest of the team immediately.
The team member leading the meeting is responsible for writing, sharing the agenda, and
keeping to the agenda.
If you’d like to add a talking point to the agenda of a meeting you are involved with, please
raise this with the meeting organiser as soon as possible.

Code of conduct
During team meetings, a typical code of behaviour should be followed. As difficult as it can
be on video call, you should try your best to listen without interrupting. Be open to other
perceptions and honest in your feedback.

Our meetings should be relaxed and casual, but they should not be unfocused or without a
topic. Meetings will be held in our personal time, and as such should be kept as brief as
reasonably possible.

Retrospectives
We will retrospectives to recap our progress, discuss our performance, and decide on
solutions to raised issues. The exact format for our retrospectives will be announced in
'General' before they take place. The retrospective discussions will take place in team
meetings; you will be expected to contribute talking points to the retrospective
asynchronously beforehand.

Future of product
Given the objective of this product is primarily free academic practice, it is assumed that the
product will have no future beyond the end of this module.

However, if you do find yourself revisiting the concept for commercial gain in the future, you
must declare this to every team member before you start work, and only once all team
members give permission, are you allowed to take the concept further. If you want to use the
existing work product as a basis, then you have to get permission from the individuals who
were responsible for the work product (e.g. Maciej for art, Luis for Narration, Josh for
creative writing, Juan for Twine prototype, but you would have to find your own SFX as the
licenses are currently kept by Luis and Juan, and those can’t be transferred). If any team
member brings the concept to market as a functional product (without giving the rest of the
team due opportunity to involve themselves with the work), they can expect legal action to
be taken against them.



What if?

Someone stops contributing
As this is a part-time course, and we each have commitments outside of our studies, a drop
in contribution isn’t grounds for immediate conflict.

However, a team member is unable to contribute as they normally would, it is their
responsibility to share this with the team.

If it feels that someone is distant or AWOL Josh (as team leader) will reach out to them to
find out why they aren’t contributing and look for ways to help them engage with the project.
If Josh is the distant team member, Juan should assume the responsibility of reaching out.

If it is decided that the distant individual isn’t contributing due to a lack of effort, the issue will
be escalated to our supervisor, Matty.

Someone does a poor job
This project is a learning experience for all of us – delivered work that could be
improved DOES NOT equate to ‘doing a poor job’. The only work that we would consider
a poor job is work that is distinctly low-effort. If this is the case, Josh will speak to that
individual in a private channel to identify the issue, and look for positive solutions. If the issue
is that the individual simply isn’t applying themself, it will be escalated to Matty.

If Josh delivers a low standard of work, Juan should assume the responsibility of reaching
out.

From the outset of this module, we do not know the abilities of other team members. You
may feel at times that you have the knowledge, skill, and experience to deliver work at a
higher standard than another team member. Your only response in this instance should be to
offer positive, constructive criticism.
As the module progresses and we become familiar with each other’s work, we will gain a
better understanding of each other's capabilities

Absence
If a team member has to be away for a while, the team member must inform the team in
advance. For every day away, the team member has to give a week’s notice. E.g. if you’re
away for 5 days over Xmas, then you have to give notice in early November.

Conflict
If someone is unfriendly, unprofessional, or otherwise creating an unhappy team
dynamic, we will immediately request Matty’s intervention. This is to avoid the risk of



unmediated communication running causing irreparable damage to our team’s dynamic and
energy.

Conflict arises everywhere, and a complete lack of conflict might indicate a deeper rooted
problem within the organisation. As such, we have different levels of dealing with conflict,
depending on severity, and the reason for the conflict. In all cases, if the conflicting parties
can’t come to an agreement, try the next stage of resolution:

- The parties in conflict tries to resolve the conflict themselves, with the team’s culture
and principles to guide them: be reasonable and see both sides; stay calm and/or
don’t get angry; we’re all grownups and humans, so treat each other as such

- The parties in conflict involve an impartial member of the team. Follow the same
principles are before, and hopefully the impartial team member can inch things along

- The parties in conflict involve the board of advisors (Matty). Follow the same
principles are before, and hopefully the board can inch things along

- The parties involve a 3rd party, like the company’s solicitor, or a mediation service
- The parties grab duelling pistols, go to an empty field in the British countryside, and

solve the problem the old-fashioned way once and for all

Evaluation
As mentioned before, a lower standard of work than your own does not equate to a poor job.
We are all here to learn and grow through practice. All evaluation should be within the
context that none of us are getting paid for what we do in this module.

Peer evaluation should come in the form of advice and constructive criticism. Above all, it is
your responsibility to reflect honestly on your own work.

The above is all borrowed from / based on
Why and How To Write a Team Charter

Signatures

Josh Brough

Juan Uys

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dIwkbImktrU
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Luis Navar Rivera

Oliver McCay


